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Plasma processes applied to the display- and semiconducting device manufacturing must be
monitored by virtual metrology (VM) to maintain the process results and increase the
throughput of the processes. Because these processes can be managed according to the VM
results, the prediction accuracy of the VM models predicting such as etch- and deposition
rate, defect particles, etc. are very important. The core algorithms of the existing VM model
are based on statistical methods that analyse the correlation between sensing variables and
performance variables in the widely-known big data pool of the fab. However, in identified
sensing variables obtained from the engineering equipment system (EES), and other sensors,
such as for I-V signal, and optical raw signals, the information about the reacting plasma in
the process reactor is not efficiently included. The inclusion of a ‘good’ parameter, which
efficiently contains information about the state of the process, is important for ensuring the
accuracy of the VM model; therefore, the performance of a statistical VM, without
consideration of the process plasma information, cannot satisfy industrial requirements of
prediction accuracy for the high-definition organic light emitting diode (OLED) display
manufacturing processes. To enhance the performance of the VM model, three types of
reactions in the plasma were parameterized as the core variables of the VM model; therefore,
plasma information (PI) parameters representing the reaction properties in the plasma
volume, sheath, and surface were applied to the VM algorithm and named as the PI-VM [1].
In OLED display manufacturing processes, PI-VM has shown a noticeably enhanced
performance (R2 > 90%) for the dry etching amount prediction compared to the existing
statistical VM (R2 ~ 50%). In OLED manufacturing fab, various problems occurred during
the mass production were predicted and analysed by the application of PI-VM algorithms
modelled according to the characteristics of each process plasmas, and they would be
introduced in the conference.
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